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Impact of the HVDC system configuration on DC line protection
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SUMMARY
Multi-terminal HVDC systems based on Modular Multilevel Converters (MMCs) are
envisaged for the large scale integration of renewable energy sources worldwide. There are
several system designs in discussion for theses future grids. Two of the discussed realisation
aspects being the HVDC system configuration and the protection system. Existing point-topoint systems are built using the symmetrical monopole configuration. For future multiterminal systems, bipolar configurations are in discussion as they provide redundancy in case
of pole-to-ground faults. Due to the different grounding schemes associated with the system
configurations, the steady state fault currents differ significantly for pole-to-ground faults.
The proposed protection systems for multi-terminal systems, however, may have to identify,
locate, and clear faults based on the first travelling waves within a few milliseconds. This
paper therefore compares the system behaviour of a high impedance grounded monopole with
a bipolar configuration with dedicated metallic return regarding a selective HVDC protection
system applying HVDC circuit breakers. Based on the analysis, the differences in
requirements on the protection system for the two system configurations are evaluated.
The analysis is carried out in a cable-based HVDC system in an electromagnetic transients
program, with parameters similar to existing offshore connections employing MMCs with
half-bridge submodules. The results show that the used system configuration leads to little
difference in the current and voltage profiles in the time period relevant for the detection of
line faults in multi-terminal grids as the behaviour is predominantly defined by the travelling
wave effects. The same applies for the current breaking requirements on the HVDC circuit
breakers. Special care must be taken only at the grounded terminal of the bipolar
configuration, as higher currents occur in case of a pole-to-ground fault in comparison to the
symmetric monopole configuration.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Voltage source converter based high-voltage direct current (VSC HVDC) transmission has
been identified as one of the key means to integrate large-scale offshore wind power
generation into the power system [1]. While existing point-to-point connections employing
modern Modular Multilevel Converters (MMCs) are based on the symmetrical monopole
configuration, bipolar configurations are in discussion for future multi-terminal systems due
to higher achievable power ratings and inbuilt redundancy among other factors. For both
configurations, the design of a fast and reliable protection system is still considered one of the
key challenges for multi-terminal HVDC (MTDC) systems [2].
Previous studies have identified the symmetric monopole configuration to have less stringent
requirements on the fault separation devices, e.g. HVDC circuit breakers (DC CB), due to no
“steady state” fault current in case of pole-to-ground faults [2]. In this context, steady state
refers to the fault current after all transient effects have subsided. In bipolar configurations,
the same fault type results in a high steady state current. The different grounding strategies in
the two configurations lead to this difference: Symmetrical monopole systems are commonly
built with a high impedance grounding on the AC side resulting in minimal steady state fault
current, but a voltage rise on the healthy pole. Bipolar systems, which are commonly
grounded on the DC side with a low impedance grounding, exhibit a high steady state fault
current, but no voltage asymmetry after fault clearing [2]. However, due to the limited
overcurrent capability of the power electronic devices within the converters, the proposed
DC CB types and the overall stability of the DC grid, the protection system may have to
identify, locate and clear faults based on the first travelling waves within a few milliseconds
before steady state is reached. To this end, several different detection algorithms, protection
philosophies and fault clearing technologies have been proposed for MTDC systems in recent
years with most underlying studies focussing on just one of the system configurations. This
paper therefore analyses and compares the impact of the applied system configuration on the
characteristic system behaviour shortly after fault occurrence, with a focus on the relevant
period for the protection system to detect and clear the fault. For this purpose the typical
HVDC system configurations and proposed selective HVDC protection systems are
summarised. The HVDC system configurations are then modelled in an electromagnetic
transient simulations program, capable of calculating the system behaviour under DC faults.
The analysis starts from a prospective analysis in a point-to-point connection that is in a
second step included in a four terminal system to take into account the effect of multiterminal grids on the protection. Based on the analysis the applicability of the proposed
protection systems is evaluated and compared for the system configurations.
2. HVDC SYSTEM CONFIGURATIONS
There are three main HVDC system configurations: The symmetric monopole, the
asymmetric monopole and the bipolar configuration which consists of two asymmetric
monopoles with opposing polarity connected in parallel. The bipolar configuration can either
have a dedicated metallic return conductor, use ground return or can be configured as a so
called rigid bipole with no metallic return and only one grounded converter station [3].
This paper focuses on two topologies: the symmetric monopole, as it is used for most existing
MMC systems in operation today and the bipolar configuration with metallic return conductor
as it offers additional redundancy in case of a pole-to-ground fault. Figure 1 shows these
configurations and the respective grounding. Several variations of the grounding scheme are
generally possible. The existing symmetric monopole systems are grounded with a high
impedance on the AC side, featuring a star point reactor. The grounding in this paper is
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adapted accordingly. The investigated bipolar system is effectively grounded at the midpoint
connected to the metallic return at one converter station to avoid ground currents in normal
operation.

(a)

(b)

Figure 1: HVDC System Configurations, (a) Symmetric monopole with high impedance grounding on the AC
side, (b) Bipolar configuration with dedicated metallic return grounded on the DC side

3. FAULTS AND PROTECTION IN MTDC SYSTEMS
Line faults in HVDC system lead to the initiation of travelling waves from the fault location
to the line ends, where they are partly reflected and partly transmitted depending on the
respective surge impedances of the subsequent converters and lines [4]. The arrival of the
travelling waves can be measured as a voltage decrease and current increase. Due to the steep
increase of the current resulting from the discharge of the capacitances in the system and the
limited overcurrent capability of the power electronics in the converter protective actions
must be initiated within a few milliseconds. To protect the IGBTs in the converter, a
converter-internal overcurrent protection based on the arm currents is commonly applied,
which blocks the IGBTs in case the overcurrent threshold is exceeded [5]. When considering
MTDC systems with a protection concept applying DC CB at each line end, the limited
current breaking capabilities of the breakers must be taken into account as well. Different
DC CB concepts have been proposed, which can be roughly summarised with regard to the
elements in the main current path: Solid state circuit breakers, hybrid circuit breakers
featuring mechanical and solid state elements and mechanical circuit breakers. The concepts
differ with regard to the opening time of the breaker, the maximum current interruption
capability and the on-state losses among other factors. Solid state circuit breakers are capable
of breaking currents within a µs time frame. Their current interruption capability, however, is
limited to the current interruption capabilities of the used power electronic devices and they
feature high on-state losses. Hybrid circuit breakers are capable to open within 3 ms – 5 ms,
feature low on-state losses and have been tested to interrupt currents of tens of kA.
Mechanical HVDC circuit breakers with current injection might interrupt similar current
amplitudes and have an opening time of ca. 8 ms [6]. All these values are approximate values
as none of these breaker concepts have been standardised or been applied for selective
protection in MTDC systems, yet.
To limit the current rate of rise and thus increase the time until the interruption capability of
the breakers is exceeded, one commonly proposed option is to place inductors at the line ends.
The inductors also facilitate the selective detection of the faulted line, as the voltage and
current profiles from the faulted line and neighbouring lines get decoupled [2]. Furthermore,
an increase of the inductances in combination with a fast HVDC breaker can impede the
blocking of the converter, ensuring continuous operation. However, even with inductors in the
range of 50 mH to 200 mH, the fault detection still needs to take place within below than a
few milliseconds to avoid a current increase above the circuit breaker capabilities and/or
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blocking of the converters depending on the analysed system [7]. For a selective detection of
line faults in multi-terminal systems, the following fault detection principles are considered to
be most suitable [2]:
- Rate-of-rise-of-current (ROCOC)
- Rate-of-rise-of-voltage (ROCOV)
- DC overcurrent
While the general requirements on the protection system are the same for all configurations,
there is one additional requirement on selective protection in bipolar systems: The ability to
differentiate between pole-to-ground faults and all other faults. A bipolar connection with a
dedicated metallic return can be operated as an asymmetric monopole transmitting 50 % of
the original power in case of a pole-to-ground fault after the faulted pole has been isolated.
Consequently, the protection system has to be able to distinguish pole-to-ground faults from
pole-to-pole faults [8].
4. INVESTIGATION FRAMEWORK
The comparison of the monopole and bipolar configuration are carried out in a point-to-point
and in a four-terminal HVDC system specified in the Horizon 2020 project PROMOTioN, as
shown in the single line diagram in Figure 2a. The busbar configuration including the
inductors, DC CB and the measurement system is shown exemplarily for the busbar at C2 in
Figure 2b. The investigation in the point-to-point system is based on the indicated connection
between converter C2 and C4, as this is a highly loaded line, which will later be connected in
the loop of the MTDC system. The system is assumed to be an offshore system based on
XLPE cables connecting the converter stations with the line lengths given in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: (a) System layout, (b) Busbar configuration with measurement system

In the bipolar configuration the metallic return is effectively grounded at converter C2. For
comparison purposes the grounding is shifted to converter C1 along with the VDC-control
mode in one investigation. The converter control is based on the cascaded vector control from
Cigré WG B4.57 [9]. The control modes of the converters are given in Figure 2. All
converters in P-control either import or export P = 1.2 GW as indicated by the arrows in
Figure 2. The converters are in VAC-control mode with VAC = Vn,AC = 400 kV.
The symmetrical monopole and bipolar half-bridge MMCs have the same electrical design
parameters apart from the necessary changes due to the difference in configuration. The main
design parameters for each configuration are summarised in Table I.
The applied converter model is a Type 4 Detailed Equivalent Circuit Model, which enables an
accurate representation of the converter’s behaviour during faults [9]. The cables are modelled
using a frequency dependent phase model for accurate representation of travelling wave
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phenomena [9]. The submodule parameters are based on an INFINEON IGBT commercially
available with a continuous DC collector current of ICDC = 1.5 kA and a collector-emitter
voltage of vCES = 3.3 kV [10]. The AC systems are represented by ideal sources with
respective short circuit impedances (Sk = 30 GVA). The simulations are carried out with a
simulation time step of tstep = 10 µs.
Table I: Converter station parametrisation
Parameter
Rated station power
Rated active station power
Rated DC pole voltage
Rated AC voltage at MMC
Rated DC pole current
Number of submodules per arm
Rated submodule voltage
Submodule capacitance
Arm resistance
Arm inductance
Converter output inductance
Star point reactor

Rating Monopole
1256 MVA
1200 MW
±320 kV
350 kV
1.875 kA
350
1.9 kV
8.8 mF
80 mΩ
42 mH
10 mH
5000 H, 5 kΩ

Rating Bipole
632.5 MVA
600 MW
320 kV
166 kV
1.875 kA
175
1.9 kV
8.8 mF
80 mΩ
42 mH
10 mH
-

Exemplifying faults are simulated in the middle of line L24. This paper focuses on faults that
can occur in both monopole and bipolar systems: pole-to-ground faults and pole-to-pole-toground (P-N-GND) faults. Pole-to-ground faults are the most common fault type in cable
systems [2]. For symmetry reasons only positive pole-to-ground (P-GND) faults are shown in
this paper. P-N-GND faults are very unlikely in cables systems, however, are referred to as a
worst case scenario with regard to fault currents. The simulated fault resistance for both fault
types is Rf = 0.01 Ω. The converters have an internal overcurrent protection which blocks the
IGBTs when the arm current exceeds 0.9 pu of the repetitive peak current of the IGBTs (here,
iarm,max = 2.7 kA).
Within the point-to-point system, the prospective behaviour of the two configurations is
analysed for both fault types. Only the converter internal protection is activated. In the multiterminal system DC CB are additionally placed at each line end. They are modelled as ideal
breakers in parallel to a surge arrester with a rated voltage of varrester = 1.2 pu. For the analysis
an idealised selective protection is used which separates the faulty line 10 ms after the
travelling wave reached the line end. This timeframe allows to analyse the system behaviour
and current rise including the opening time of slower DCCB. To limit the fault current’s rate
of rise due to the fast cable discharge, inductors are installed at each line end with
LLine = 50 mH.
5. SYSTEM ANALYSIS
5.1 Faults in the point-to-point system
Figure 3 shows the prospective system behaviour of the monopole and bipolar point-to-point
system at converter C4 over a time frame of 35 ms after a P-GND fault has been initiated at
tf = 0 ms. The voltage of the faulted positive pole breaks down steeply in both configurations.
In the first 5 ms the behaviour is dominated by the travelling wave reflections between the
converter and the fault. These also affect the healthy conductors. After the travelling waves
have been damped, the voltage on the positive pole falls to vC4,P ≈ 0 kV. In the monopole
configuration, the healthy pole is subjected to a voltage offset, such that the voltage increases
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over its nominal voltage. In the bipolar configuration, the voltage of the healthy pole and the
metallic return conductor remain at approximately nominal voltage. The current shows the
characteristic behaviour of the different configurations considering the grounding strategies.
In the monopole configuration, the current increases to a maximum value of iC4,max = 3.5 kA
at t = 0.9 ms due to the discharge of the submodule capacitors in the MMC and then decays to
iC4 ≈ 0 kA after the blocking of the IGBTs due to the internal overcurrent protection. The
current on both poles is symmetrical. In contrast, the current on the healthy pole stays in the
same range in the bipolar configuration, while the fault current loop is closed via the metallic
return conductor reaching a steady state fault current of approximately iC4,P = 9 kA.

Figure 3: Voltage and current profiles in the point-to-point system at converter C4 for a P-GND fault

In case of a P-N-GND fault (cf. Figure 4), a similar system behaviour can be found: The
travelling wave arrival leads to a steep voltage breakdown before the voltage on both poles
subsequently decays to vC4 = 0 kV. The current rises rapidly and reaches a maximum value of
iC4,max = 21.5 kA in the monopole and iC4,max = 19.4 kA in the bipolar configuration.

Figure 4: Voltage and current profiles in the point-to-point system at converter C4 for a P-N-GND fault

5.2 Faults in the MTDC system
Figure 5 shows the voltage and current profiles for a P-GND fault in the middle of line L24 at
the busbar of converter C4 for the time frame of 15 ms after fault inception, as this would be
the relevant time frame for fault detection and fault clearing applying the discussed DC CBs.
For both configurations, the voltage and current profiles on the faulted line are very similar.
There is a steep voltage breakdown at the line end when the travelling wave arrives to
vL42,P = -200 kV, followed by reflections at the fault location. The voltage profiles at the
adjacent line L14 and the converter C4 result from their corresponding surge impedances and
the used inductors. In comparison to the faulted line, vL41 reduces very slowly reaching
vL42 = 0 kV at t = 5.5 ms. The voltage at the converter is subjected to a voltage profile similar
to the faulted line with a reduced amplitude. There are fault current contributions both from
the adjacent cable and the converter. While the fault current contribution from the converter is
reduced in comparison to the point-to-point connection due to the reduced voltage breakdown
at the converter terminal, the adjacent cable leads to an additional current contribution. The
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total current at the end of the faulted line rises to a maximum amplitude of iL24,P = 9.16 kA in
the monopole and iL24,P = 9.83 kA in the bipolar configuration. For the monopole
configuration, this amounts to more than twice the current amplitude measured in the pointto-point connection. Overall, the system behaviour in the analysed time period is mainly
dominated by the travelling waves initiated by the fault and their reflection and transmission
at the line ends.

Figure 5: Voltage and current profiles at the busbar of C4 for a P-GND fault on L24

An analysis of the currents and voltages at the grounded terminal of converter C 2 shows a
slightly different behaviour (cf. Figure 6). The voltage profiles on the faulted positive pole are
again the same in both configurations and dominated by the travelling wave reflections. The
current on the faulted pole increases at the same rate of change for the first millisecond.
Afterwards, the current in the bipolar configuration increases further to a maximum amplitude
of iL42,P = 11.8 kA at t = 10 ms in comparison to a maximum current of iL42,P = 6.4 kA at
t = 6 ms in the monopole configuration. The current in the monopole configuration reduces in
the analysed time period after this given peak value. This difference in current at the faulted
line end mainly originates from the increased fault current from converter C2 in the bipolar
configuration, while the fault current contribution from the adjacent line is slightly lower due
to a lower voltage profile at the line end.
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Figure 6: Voltage and current profiles at the busbar of C2 for a P-GND fault on L24 with grounding at C2

To give a complete picture, Figure 7 shows the voltage and current profiles at the line end of
line L24 for a grounding of the bipolar system at converter C1. In this case the current and
voltage profiles in the monopole and bipolar configuration are again identical.

Figure 7: Voltage and current profiles at the busbar of C2 for a P-GND fault on L24 with grounding at C1

In case of P-N-GND faults the same behaviour can be observed regardless of the system
configuration or the grounding location. Figure 8 exemplary shows the voltage and current at
the line ends L24 at converter C2 for a P-N-GND fault on this line. The travelling wave arrival
leads to a steep voltage break down and corresponding reflections. The current rises fast and
reaches a maximum value of iL24,max = 15.6 kA in the monopole configuration and
iL24,max = 13.2 kA in the bipolar configuration.

Figure 8: Voltage and current profiles at the line ends of line L24 for a P-N-GND with grounding at C2
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5.3 Evaluation of the proposed protection systems
Based on the preceding analysis, it can be concluded that the system behaviour in the first
10 ms after fault occurrence for a given load flow and grid topology is mainly dominated by
the travelling wave behaviour of the system, i.e. the combination of inductors and the surge
impedances of connected components at each line end irrespective of the system
configuration and its grounding scheme.
Consequently, the evaluation of the proposed detection criteria would yield the same result in
both system configurations. Due to the decoupling of the voltage profile of the faulted line
and the adjacent connections by the inductors at each line end, the use of ROCOV criteria
appears to be suitable for selective fault detection. The ROCOV criterion could also allow the
differentiation between the faulted and the healthy pole in the bipolar configuration.
The resulting maximum current amplitudes for pole-to-ground faults and thus the required
fault current interruption capabilities of the DC CB are also the same at most busbars in the
grid, with one exception: The busbar at which the metallic return of the bipole configuration
is grounded. At this busbar the current contribution from the bipolar converter is higher,
leading to higher current amplitudes on the faulted line in comparison to the monopole
configuration. In the analysed example the difference in the maximum current amplitudes
between the system configurations amounts to ∆iL42,P = 5.4 kA.
When accounting for the (highly unlikely) event of a P-N-GND cable fault in the design of
the DC CB, the required fault current interruption capabilities for both systems exceed the
values for the P-GND faults, such that no extra care must be taken with regard to the
grounding location of the bipolar configuration.
6. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, two of the mostly discussed system configurations for future MTDC systems –
the symmetric monopole and bipole with metallic return – have been analysed with regard to
fault detection and fault clearing using DC CB. As pointed out in previous works, the
requirements on the DC CB differ greatly when considering the steady state fault current after
P-GND faults. However, to avoid the loss of stability in an MTDC grid, the detection and
clearing of a fault using DC CB must be achieved within a few milliseconds, especially if
converter blocking should be avoided, hence before steady state is reached. Considering the
first 10 ms after travelling wave arrival at the line ends, the analysis shows that the voltage
and current profiles at the line ends of the faulted pole are almost identical as they are mainly
influenced by the travelling waves initiated by the fault and their reflection and transmission.
Consequently, the use of typically proposed protection criteria for MTDC systems is not
restricted by the transient behaviour of the two system configurations.
The requirements for the used DC CB are also similar in both configurations at most line
ends. Special care must be taken at the grounding location of the metallic return for the
bipolar configuration. At the ungrounded busbars, the current amplitudes after occurrence of a
P-GND fault are the same in the monopole and bipolar configuration. At the grounded busbar,
however, the fault current contribution from the converter in the bipole configuration is higher
leading to a higher current on the faulted line. This must be accounted for when designing the
system and circuit breakers. In the unlikely event of a P-N-GND fault, the system behaviour
is similar for both configurations. In the short term as the travelling waves determine the
behaviour and in the long term as the fault current loop is closed via the conductors and
converter arms and not via the grounding. In comparison to P-GND faults, the requirements
on the current breaking capability of the DC CB are significantly higher.
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While the requirements for fault detection and fault clearing are very similar for both
configurations the system recovery after fault separation still poses some challenges in either
configuration in case of single pole-to-ground faults. In the symmetric monopole, the voltage
asymmetry persists after fault clearing. Suitable measures to discharge the healthy pole must
be applied to rebalance the system and recover normal operation after fault clearing. The
impact of these measures on the protection system is to be investigated. In the bipolar
configuration, the selective disconnection of the faulted pole leads to an asymmetric grid
operation. For both cases, there is still research needed to identify the path towards a fast
system and power flow recovery.
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